Welcome to Big Sky Resort, where wide-open spaces meet dramatic peaks and create world-class skiing experiences. Rocky Mountain snow falls consistently on 5,850 acres, ranging from wide-open groomers to dynamic glades and challenging steeps, for unmatched terrain variety. 300 degrees and 4,350 vertical feet of skiing off Lone Peak means you'll never ski the same line twice. Offering more than an acre per skier on average, Big Sky provides serious elbow room. Navigate the mountain via North America's most technologically-advanced lift network, with heated seats and bubbles on four lifts, and unparalleled comfort in the new Lone Peak Tram.

Introducing the new Lone Peak Tram
The new Lone Peak Tram, the resort's centerpiece and beating heart, debuts this winter as must-do for skiers and scenic riders alike. Traveling at 22 miles per hour, the tram drops riders atop Lone Mountain, the 11,166-foot summit of the resort, with views of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, and Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks. Those brave enough to ski down can choose between single, double, or triple black diamond runs, but the tram ride down is just as good, soaking up views of Lone Mountain's Alps-like rock exposure on the way down. The tram will become a fully scenic experience (no skiing required) for the 2025-2026 season when the Explorer gondola is complete.

Big Sky Resort Celebrates 50 Years
In 1973, Big Sky Resort opened with four lifts and less than 20 trails. Fifty years later, Big Sky is the third largest resort in the country with 300+ trails spanning 38 lifts. A legacy of innovation continues here, as the resort celebrates its golden anniversary with the most transformational project yet - the brand new Lone Peak Tram.
Cheers to 50 Years with Tram Cabin IPA
Big Sky Resort and Bozeman-based MAP Brewing have partnered on a custom beer collaboration to celebrate the resort’s 50th anniversary and the debut of the new Lone Peak Tram. Tram Cabin IPA will debut in a limited run, with specialty hops as crisp as a winter morning, refreshing as a powder day, and made with fresh citra and pine to keep Lone Mountain on your mind. Drafts and cans will be available at Big Sky Resort’s opening day celebration on November 22, and throughout the 23-24 season.

2024 National Brotherhood of Snowsports Summit in Big Sky
It’s a vibe, NBS in Big Sky! The National Brotherhood of Snowsports annual summit will be taking place in Big Sky, Montana, February 24 – March 2. NBS is dedicated to promoting and increasing diversity within winter sports. Since its founding in 1973, the organization has been committed to providing opportunities for African Americans to enjoy and excel in snowsports. The NBS Summit serves as the centerpiece of the organization's efforts, offering a unique platform for skiers of all levels to come together and share their passion for the sport.

Savor Big Sky Winter Wine Dinners
A winter rendition of our annual Savor Big Sky festival, guest chefs and winemakers collaborate to create our new Winter Wine Dinners at the mountainside Peaks Chophouse.
The ForeverProject: Taking Care of People and Planet

The ForeverProject is Big Sky Resort’s sustainability roadmap to reach net-zero carbon emissions by 2030. Since January 2021, 100% of Big Sky Resort’s electrical use is carbon-free. Ongoing projects to reduce the resort’s emissions include our transition to 99% renewable diesel in summer 2023.

Easy to get to, hard to leave

With direct flights to 20 cities in the winter, Bozeman Yellowstone International Airport is the most well-served ski destination across the United States aside from major hubs.
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